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Remember! Remember! REMEMBER!

Date: _____________                 Unit 1

Affi rmative Negative
I am Bulgarian.
You are Bulgarian.
He is Bulgarian.
She ____ Bulgarian.
It is Bulgarian.
We are Bulgarian. 
You are Bulgarian.
They ____ Bulgarian.

I’m not Bulgarian.
You aren’t Bulgarian.
He isn’t Bulgarian.
She isn’t Bulgarian.
It ______ Bulgarian.
We aren’t Bulgarian.
You ______ Bulgarian.
They aren’t Bulgarian.

Interrogative Short Answers
Am I Bulgarian?
Are you Bulgarian?
_____ he Bulgarian?
Is she Bulgarian?
Is it Bulgarian?
_____ we Bulgarian? 
Are you Bulgarian?
 ____ they Bulgarian?

Yes, I am. /  No, I’m not .
Yes, you are. / No, you _______.
Yes, he is. / No, he isn’t.
Yes, she is. / No, she _______.
Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.
Yes, we _______. / No, we aren’t.
Yes, you _______. / No, you aren’t.
Yes, they are. / No, they _______.

**1. Fill in with the right form of the verb “to be”. 
      (Попълни с правилната форма на глагола):

Bulgaria _____ in the Balkans, in Europe. Bulgaria ____ a member of the Europe-

an Union. White, green and red ______ the colours of the Bulgarian fl ag. The  offi cial 

language of the country _____ Bulgarian. Sofi a ______ the capital city. Other big 

cities ______ Plovdiv, Varna and Burgas. People in Bulgaria ______ very friendly.

Read and 

complete 

the rules!
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**2. Colour the flags. Match the countries with their capitals and flags. 
      (Оцвети и свържи държавите със знамената и столиците):

*3. Order the words in columns.
      (Подреди думите в колонки):

           NAMES                               TOWNS                           COUNTRIES

___________________       ___________________            ___________________  

___________________            ___________________            ___________________

___________________            ___________________            ___________________

___________________            ___________________            ___________________

  Burgas

   Sofia

  London USA

    Dan   Annie

 France

    Nelly

   Peter

 Karnobat Bulgaria

Argentina

The United Kingdom

Argentina

Poland

Bulgaria

Russia

Moscow

Warsaw

Sofia

London

Buenos Aires
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Map reading
**1. Fill in the words: palace, bridge, wheel, tower, cathedral, river and 
match with the pictures. (Попълни с думите и свържи със снимките):

**2.  Match the words. There is one odd word in column 1. Find it 
and write your example. (Свържи думите. Измисли своя пример за 
допълнителната дума от първата колона):

ocean 
desert  
river
country
city
planet 
continent
mountain
village
sea

Rila
Pacific
Australia
Venus
Maritsa
Pleven
Sahara
Black Sea
Greece
____________

1.The biggest church in Bulgaria is the “Alexander Nevski” __________________ in 
Sofia.
2. The Tower _______________ crosses the _____________ Thames near the London 
Tower. It is a symbol of London.
3. The oldest Big _______________ in Europe is in the capital of Austria – Vienna.

4. The Eiffel  ______________ is the symbol of Paris. 
5. When Queen Elizabeth the Second is in London, 
she lives in the Buckingham _____________________ .
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**3. Match. Then fill 
in the sentences. 
(Свържи и попълни 
изреченията):

St Paul’s cathedral
The Eiffel tower
Big Ben Clock Tower
The White House
The river Nile
The Coliseum
The Rose valley
The Aztec Pyramids

Washington, USA
London, Britain
Africa
Rome, Italy
Bulgaria
Mexico
London, Britain
Paris, France

In London we can see ___________________ and ___________________ .

__________________ is one of the most famous places in ________________.

If you go to ____________________ , you must see _____________________.

***4. Read, then mark (Прочети и отбележи): T – true or F – false: 

                1. The Aztec Pyramids are in Mexico.      ___ 
2. In North America you can visit Canada, the USA, France and Mexico.   ___
3. The river Nile is the longest river in Africa.         ___
4. The President of the USA lives in the Eiffel tower.        ___
5. The St Paul’s cathedral is in Paris.          ___

 **5. Fill in the text and draw directions for 
Nina and Georgi in the centre of Sofia.
(Попълни и нарисувай маршрутите):

  Georgi goes ______ the Restau-
rant. He goes ________ the mon-
ument and the Hotel and goes 
_________ the street. He walks 
_________ the Parliament and 
turns right to cross the street. He 
is now _____________ the Uni-
versity.
  Nina crosses the street and goes 
________ the Parliament on her 
right. She turns right and walks 
___________ the Parliament and  
in front of the cathedral. She goes 
__________ the street and meets 
Georgi __________ the University.

past, between, across, in front of, behind

Cathedral

University

Parliament
Hotel

Restaurant
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Remember! Remember! REMEMBER!

Date: _____________                 Unit 10

Affi rmative I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They
played tennis yesterday.

Negative I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They
didn’t play tennis yesterday.

Interrogative Did I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they
play tennis yesterday?

Short answers Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they ______.
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they _______.

**1. Write in Past Simple Tense.
       (Напиши в минало просто време):

Read and 

complete the 

rules!

Form: verb + -ed
We use the Past Simple Tense for actions which happened at a stated 
time in the past.
She played tennis yesterday. (When? Yesterday.)
How we form verbs in the Past Simple Tense:
• verbs ending in -e + -d :  like – liked
• verbs ending in a consonant + y      -ied : cry – cried
• verbs ending in a vowel + y + -ed : play – played
• verbs ending in one stressed vowel between two consonants, double 
the last consonant + -ed : stop – stopped

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________


